
Divisions of the Signs - an Introduction

The signs of the zodiac, as they sit on the different natal house cusps or as they fall 
intercepted between two cusps, offer valuable information.  They indicate creative and 
healthy ways to express natural energy.  They show how best we may advance ourselves 
in various areas of life.  They suggest authentic needs, talents and aspirations that once 
pursued, can bring a unique sense of wellbeing and fulfillment.  The signs around the 
horoscope are a treasure house of counsel, giving inspiration, ideas and encouragement 
to meet our greatest potential. Knowing the qualities of the signs and how they relate to 
each other is a major step in understanding what they represent in us. Remember, we 
each have all twelve signs of the zodiac in our natal chart, but there will be an emphasis in 
some more than others. As you study the symbols and think about how they are 
connected, consider where in your life you live energy out in various (zodiac) ways. 

Polarity
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Firstly, each sign has a polarity.  Traditionally called male/female or positive/negative, this 
represents a direct verses receptive, or yin/yang orientation of the signs.  Starting with 
Aries (yang) then Taurus (yin) familiarize yourself with the polarity of the signs. Note: All 
the fire and air signs are positive (every other sign from A  to C     to   G  and so on). The ‘yang’ 

signs can be more outgoing, direct and certain in nature.  All the Earth and Water signs are 
yin in polarity ( B  to D to F  and so on).  Think of them as receptive, embracing and 

responsive in nature.  Signs of the same polarity aspect each other by the 0 degree 
conjunction, the 60 degree sextile, the 120 degree trine and the 180 degree opposition.  
Signs of the opposite polarity aspect each other by the 30 degree and 150 degree 
inconjunct, and the 90 degree square.  The balance of polarity in the chart reveals how the 
individual is charged.  Is there a positive charge that needs to assert overtly and directly, or 
is there a negative charge that needs to soak up energy and respond to it?  Both? What is 
the balance between the two?

Exercise:
List out the signs from A to L and write the polarity after each one. Now go to your natal 

chart and list your ‘polarity emphasis’ by counting how many planets you have in Yang/
Positive signs and how many you have in Yin/Negative signs.

Modalities
Each sign has a modality or form of motion. 

         Cardinal! ! !       Fixed! ! !      Mutable
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These modalities are the quadruplicities, as they link four elementally different signs 
together, two of different polarity linked by the 90 degree square and two of the same 
polarity by the 180 degree opposition. 

The Cardinal signs all have a sense of initiation and action about them.  They are on the 
move!  The fixed signs are about stability and tenacity. The mutable signs are adapting, 
fluid and obliging. 

Notice how the modalities from squares and oppositions between signs of the same 
modality. Read about some examples here.

Exercise:
List out the signs from A  to L and write the Modality after each one. Now go to your natal 

chart and list your ‘modality emphasis’ by counting how many planets you have in cardinal, 
fixed and mutable signs.
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Elements

The next division of the signs are the Triplicities or Elements, which correspond to the 
basic natural manifestations of fire, earth, air and water.  They divide the zodiac into four 
groups of three based on the 120 degree trine, one of each modality, all the same polarity:

      

Fire! ! ! Earth!  ! !     Air! !    !     Water

       !         ! ! !             
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Key words for the elements -  think of how they occur in nature

Fire signs - Intuitive / exerting
Air signs - intellectual / thinking
Earth signs - pragmatic / sensation
Water signs - feelings / absorbing

Exercise:
1) List out the signs from A  to L and write the Element after each one. Now go to your 

natal chart and list your ‘elemental emphasis’ by counting how many planets you have 
in fire, earth, air and water signs.

2) To find your predominant sign, take the dominant modality and the dominate element 
and see which sign that is. ie if I have mostly FIXED signs and mostly AIR signs, what is 
my ‘predominant’ sign? There is only one fixed air signs and that is Aquarius. Now find 
yours.

3)  Add to your Pinterest mood board images that make you think of the polarities, 
modalities and elements. Be sure and say what you are pinning it for (Water Element, 
Cardinal signs etc) and why. Collect representations through symbols, people, 
landscapes, films, books, affirmations, quotes, whatever works for you. You can also 
keep a notebook and build up a reference list. 

There are other divisions of the signs, decanates, dwads, social orientations, but first 
grasp these three basics for you have a solid grounding before moving on. 
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